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ABSTRACT
High-definition live streaming has experienced tremendous growth.

However, the video quality of live video is often limited by the

streamer’s uplink bandwidth. Recently, neural-enhanced live stream-

ing has shown great promise in enhancing the video quality by run-

ning neural super-resolution at the ingest server. Despite its benefit,

it is too expensive to be deployed at scale. To overcome the limita-

tion, we present NeuroScaler, a framework that delivers efficient

and scalable neural enhancement for live streams. First, to acceler-

ate end-to-end neural enhancement, we propose novel algorithms

that significantly reduce the overhead of video super-resolution,

encoding, and GPU context switching. Second, to maximize the

overall quality gain, we devise a resource scheduler that considers

the unique characteristics of the neural-enhancing workload. Our

evaluation on a public cloud shows NeuroScaler reduces the overall

cost by 22.3× and 3.0-11.1× compared to the latest per-frame and

selective neural-enhancing systems, respectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The demand for live streaming has rapidly grown over the last

decade—live video traffic is expected to take up 17 percent of In-

ternet traffic by 2022 [12]. Current live streaming infrastructure

relies on two key pieces: 1) at the ingest side, the streamer uploads

a video to the media server using the low-latency streaming pro-

tocols [46, 47]; and 2) at the distribution side, the clients run an

adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithm [4, 15, 64] to select the highest

quality video that can be streamed in real time.
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Unfortunately, traditional live streaming falls short of consis-

tently delivering high-quality video (e.g., 4K/8K) because the ingest

video quality critically depends on the streamer’s uplink band-

width [106, 112]. When the ingest path becomes congested, the

entire downstream video quality suffers directly [56, 69]. However,

video quality is the most important factor that affects user engage-

ment in live streaming [65, 77]. For example, more than 50% of live

viewers abandon a stream when video quality suffers more than 90

seconds [28]. The churn of these viewers can in turn greatly harm

the revenue of live streaming providers [51, 58].

Recent advances in neural-enhanced streaming [39, 50, 74, 85,

91, 98] show great promise in enhancing the ingest video qual-

ity by utilizing computations at a media server. When the ingest

video quality suffers, the media server recovers high-quality video

by running end-to-end neural enhancement that consists of 1) de-

coding a low-quality stream, 2) applying a super-resolution deep

neural network (DNN) to the stream, and 3) encoding the super-

resolved outputs. This delivers a dramatic quality improvement in

the downstream video.

However, neural enhancement is too costly to support commercial-

scale live streaming. For example, Twitch [70] supports more than

100,000 concurrent live streams [59]. Applying end-to-end neural

enhancement in this setting requires tens of thousands of GPUs,

which costs over $169,000 per hour on a public cloud (§3). Our cost

breakdown shows that both video super-resolution and encoding

are expensive. Neural super-resolution requires 100-1000× more

computations compared to a DNN used for discriminative tasks [88],

and video encoding is up to 3.3× slower than super-resolution.

In this paper, we aim to develop a scalable and resource-efficient

neural-enhancing framework, which reduces the operating cost

by an order of magnitude and efficiently scales out to a cluster of

computing instances. Building such a framework involves a number

of non-trivial challenges:

◦ First, existing video super-resolution methods are expensive.

Running neural super-resolution on a per-frame basis is infeasi-

ble. The state-of-the-art selective super-resolution [101] reduces

the overhead by applying a DNN to selective frames and by

reusing the outputs for other frames. However, it is not designed

for live video and involves expensive offline computation.

◦ Second, super-resolved video must be (re-)encoded in real time

for live streaming. However, traditional video codecs [25, 26, 33]

are computationally expensive in compressing high-resolution

videos (4K/8K), often becoming a bottleneck in end-to-end neu-

ral enhancement (§3).

◦ Lastly, to maximize the overall quality improvement on a large

number of streams and computing instances, resources must be

optimally allocated for each stream at each instance. However,

typical resource schedulers cause imbalances in per-instance

and per-stream load, which in turn leads to noticable quality

degradation (§3).
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This paper presents NeuroScaler, the first work that identifies

and solves the main computational bottlenecks of neural-enhanced

live streaming. NeuroScaler addresses the challenges above by in-

troducing new system designs:

End-to-end optimizations: We design novel algorithms that signif-

icantly reduce the costs of video super-resolution, video encod-

ing, and GPU context switching. First, to accelerate video super-

resolution, it extends selective super-resolution but presents an

online algorithm that chooses frames to apply super-resolution (i.e.,

anchor frames) using codec-level information in real time. In con-

trast to prior work [101] that requires O(|frame|) neural inference,

our algorithm selects anchor frames without any inference while

providing the same quality gain. Second, we devise a hybrid video
codec that is specialized for encoding selective super-resolution

outputs. Instead of re-encoding every output frame, the hybrid

codec reuses the original input video and compresses only the

super-resolved anchor frames using an image codec. Then, the

video and the enhanced anchor frames are packaged together in

a single stream and delivered to clients. Compared to traditional

video codecs, the hybrid codec reduces the encoding cost by an

order of magnitude, while achieving similar compression efficiency.

Efficient resource scheduling: We introduce a novel anchor-aware
resource scheduler, which considers the unique characteristics of

anchor frames for efficiently utilizing a computing cluster. First,

the quality gains of anchor frames are heterogeneous. Thus, to

maximize the overall quality, the scheduler runs at a centralized

server to select the most beneficial anchor frames across all streams.

Next, the computing overheads of anchor frames are heterogeneous

across streams and can change over time. Therefore, to accurately

balance the load among computing instances at scale, the scheduler

dynamically estimates the number of anchor frames each instance

can process and forward them as scheduled.

We evaluate NeuroScaler with a full system implementation. Our

evaluation using real-world videos and GPU cloud instances shows

that NeuroScaler greatly improves the system throughput, resource

efficiency, and cost-effectiveness of end-to-end neural enhancement.

Compared to the latest per-frame and selective neural enhancement,

NeuroScaler respectively improves the processing throughput by

10× and 2.5-5× and reduces the overall cost by 22.3× and 3.0-11.1×.
In summary, we make three key contributions:

◦ Scalable neural enhancement. NeuroScaler is the first work
to identify and solve the key bottlenecks of live neural enhance-

ment (§3).

◦ End-to-end optimizations.NeuroScaler proposes zero-inference
anchor frame selection (§5.1), hybrid codec (§6.1), and context

switching optimizations for supporting multiple, concurrent live

streams (§6.2), greatly reducing the end-to-end neural enhance-

ment cost.

◦ Efficient resource allocation. NeuroScaler introduces a novel
anchor-aware scheduler (§5.2) that maximizes the overall quality

gain across concurrent live streams.

This work does not raise any ethical issues.

2 BACKGROUND
Live streaming consists of the ingest and distribution side, as illus-

trated in Figure 1. First, at the ingest side, the streamer captures live

Streamer

Traditional streaming

Transcode

End-to-end neural enhancement

Neural-enhanced streaming
720p

720p

240p

2160p
1440p

Infer EncodeDecode

Media server Viewers

Figure 1: Traditional vs. Neural-enhanced streaming
(Case for adaptive streaming)

Motion vector ResidualReference index

Previous frames Reference frame Target frame
Figure 2: Selective super-resolution overview

video and uploads it to a media server. In adaptive streaming [4, 15],

the streamer uploads a single video stream, and the media server

transcodes it into multiple quality versions. In multi-party video

conferencing [64], a broadcaster uploads multiple quality streams

using simulcast [63] or scalable video codec (SVC) [48], and the

media server forwards the streams to viewers. Next, at the distri-

bution side, the client runs an adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithm to

choose/download the highest quality video under the given network

bandwidth.

The common limitation of traditional live streaming is that video

quality is limited by the streamer’s uplink bandwidth [56, 69, 106].

Even if viewers have ample network bandwidth, the limitation can

deprive them of the opportunity to enjoy high-quality video.

Super-resolution is a class of techniques that produces a high-

resolution image from a lower resolution counterpart. Recent stud-

ies [78, 84, 86, 89, 107] use deep neural networks (DNN) for learning

the mapping from low-resolution to high-resolution and demon-

strate dramatic quality improvements.

Neural-enhanced live streaming [39, 50, 74, 85, 91, 98] employs

super-resolution DNNs to enhance the ingest stream, as shown

in Figure 1. In contrast to traditional live streaming, the media

server runs end-to-end neural enhancement. When a video arrives,

it is first decoded into raw frames. Then, the DNN is applied to all

or selective frames depending on a super-resolution method. The

outputs are re-encoded into a video before delivering it to clients.

To provide reliable quality improvement, a content-aware DNN

is commonly used for each stream, which can be also updated dur-

ing live streaming. The context switching between content-aware

DNNs incurs two types of overhead. First, recent DNN compil-

ers [3, 42, 109, 110] provide optimized inference on a target accel-

erator, but this involves an upfront cost due to model optimization,

which takes up to minutes. It applies both graph-level and operator-

level optimizations [42], generating a DNN tailored for a specific

target. Second, before running inference, a DNN and frames must

be loaded to the device memory of a target accelerator. Because

neural accelerators commonly have limited memory size (e.g., 16GB

in NVIDIA T4 [41]), multiple content-aware DNNs, each requiring

several GBs of memory, must be frequently swapped in/out.
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Figure 5: Naive anchor selection
methods degrade the quality.

Selective super-resolution reduces the computing overhead by

utilizing the temporal redundancy across video frames. Neural

inference is only applied to selective frames, referred to as anchor
frames. As shown in Figure 2, non-anchor frames are reconstructed

by reusing the previous super-resolved frames guided by codec-

level information (e.g., reference index, motion vector, residual).

This involves lightweight bilinear interpolation and decoding and

thus can be processed in real time even on mobile devices [101].

When a non-anchor frame is up-scaled by reusing the previ-

ous super-resolved frames, quality loss (compared to per-frame

inference) inevitably occurs due to temporal difference. This loss

accumulates across consecutive non-anchor frames, but is reset at

an anchor frame. Therefore, it is important to select a beneficial set

of anchor frames to maximize the quality. For this, NEMO [101]

relies on the costly per-frame inference. As a result, this cannot be

used for live streaming in which anchor frame selection must be

done online in real time.

3 CHALLENGES
To demonstrate that end-to-end neural enchantment is prohibitively

expensive and inefficient, we benchmark its cost and quality gain

on a public cloud.

3.1 Expensive End-to-end Enhancement
End-to-end video super-resolution consists of the decode, infer,

and (re)encode processes and is prohibitively expensive. To demon-

strate this, we benchmark two super-resolution (SR) methods: 1)

per-frame SR applies neural super-resolution to every frame, and 2)

selective SR applies neural super-resolution to anchor frames (∼7.5%
of frames), which are chosen by the NEMO algorithm [101]. We use

a GPU cloud instance [8] that has four inference-optimized NVIDIA

T4 GPUs [41]. We run the “high quality” DNN from NAS [102],

which up-scales a 720p, 60 fps video [19] to a 2160p version. For fair

comparison, we configure both approaches achieve a similar quality

by adjusting the DNN size: Original (32.39 dB in PSNR), Per-frame

SR (40.12 dB), Selective SR (40.19 dB).

• Per-frame SR. Figure 3 shows the processing throughput of each

process (decode, infer, and encode) run in isolation and the com-

bined end-to-end throughput; the bars represent the number of live

streams that can be processed in real time. The per-frame SR can

process only a single stream in real time due to the expensive DNN

inference. This costs at least $1.690 per hour per stream using the

cloud GPU instance. At Twitch scale, with 100,000 concurrent live

streams [59], this translates to $169,000 per hour.

• Selective SR (NEMO) shows 10× improvement in inference through-

put, as shown in Figure 4. However, it requires expensive per-frame

inference for offline anchor frame selection, which chooses a set
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Figure 6: Anchor-agnostic resource scheduling results in
noticeable quality degradation.

of anchor frames that improves video quality the most. The an-

chor selection is a one time cost for on-demand video, but offline

processing is not feasible for live streaming. Alternatively, sim-

ply applying neural super-resolution only to key frames (Key SR)

or key frames and equally-spaced normal frames (Key+Uniform

SR) eliminates the costly anchor selection process, but results in

large quality degradation due to ineffective anchor frames. Figure 5

shows video quality in PSNR against the fraction of anchor frames

for different selective SR methods. Compared to NEMO, 1) Key SR

degrades video quality by 1.34-2.90 dB, and 2) Key+Uniform SR

requires 2.5-3.0× more anchor frames to achieve the same quality.

Insight #1. Live neural enhancement can greatly benefit from selec-
tive inference, provided that impactful anchor frames can be selected
in real time.
Video encoding. Super-resolved frames must be re-encoded in

real time for live streaming, but encoding high-resolution videos

(4K/8K) is expensive. Even if selective inference effectively reduces

the inference overhead, the end-to-end processing is still slow be-

cause video re-encoding becomes a key bottleneck. To demonstrate

this, we benchmark the VP9 software encoder [33] and the H.265

hardware encoder [40] on the same instance as above.

Figure 4 compares the processing throughput of video encod-

ing and selective inference. The hardware encoder (using on-chip

GPUs) can process four 4K, 60 fps live streams, but it is 2.5× slower

than selective inference. Even worse, hardware codecs are often

unavailable on neural accelerators [2, 7, 9, 13]. In this case, running

the software encoder [33] is 5× slower than the selective inference.

Alternatively, video encoding can be offloaded to (off-chip) video

codec FPGAs/ASICs [10, 35]. However, transmitting 4K/8K frames

consumes too much bandwidth, even with lossless image compres-

sion [44] (e.g., 2.2-9.0 Gbps per stream) and can cause a large delay,

making it difficult, if not infeasible, to support live streaming.

Insight #2. To accelerate end-to-end neural enhancement, reducing
the video encoding overhead is also critical.
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3.2 Inefficient Resource Scheduling
To maximize the overall quality improvement on a computing clus-

ter, 1) the number of anchor frames has be carefully allocated across

streams, and 2) anchor enhancement tasks must be balanced across

computing instances. However, this is challenging due to the charac-

teristics of anchor frames. First, the quality gains of anchor frames

are heterogeneous. Second, the computing overheads of anchor

frames are heterogeneous across streams and can change over time

(according to the variation of ingest resolution). Using naive stream-

level load-balancing [31, 36] causes imbalances in per-stream an-

chor frames and per-instance load, which in turn leads to noticeable

quality degradation.

To demonstrate this, we benchmark a strawman anchor-agnostic
scheduler that 1) allocates video streams to GPUs in a round-robin

manner, 2) applying NeuroScaler’s end-to-end neural enhancement

(§4) per GPU. We use two servers, each with a single NVIDIA

T4 GPU [41]. Five 360p and 720p streams (total of 10 streams)

are up-scaled to 1080p and 2160p versions, respectively; a 720p

frame is 4.2×more expensive to enhance compared to a 360p frame.

The experiment is repeated 1,000 times by randomly shuffling the

order of video streams. For each iteration, we measure the quality

difference from per-frame super-resolution for each video chunk.

Figure 6(a) shows the average, 90%-tile, 95%-tile quality differ-

ence of video chunks for the best, mean, and worst case. The anchor-

agnostic scheme fails to consistently minimize the quality difference

across iterations. There is a noticeable difference between the best

and worst case: 0.18 dB (average), 1.0 dB (90%-tile), and 1.4 dB (95%-

tile). This is because the anchor-agnostic scheme suffers from an

imbalance in per-stream anchor frames, which results from an im-
balance in per-instance load. To demonstrate this, Figure 6(b) shows

the per-GPU statistics for the worst case, where the 720p and 360p

streams are placed on GPU0 and GPU1, respectively. In GPU0, a

few anchor frames are selected per chunk (4.86 on average), which

leads to large quality difference (2.72 dB). In contrast, in GPU1, a

larger number of anchor frames are chosen per chunk (18.0), but the

quality gain per anchor frame greatly decreases (0.17 dB). Anchor

frames are under-/over-selected in GPU0 and GPU1, respectively.

Using other load balancing schemes [22, 31, 36] for neural in-

ference (e.g., hashing, least connection, shorted expected delay)

cannot resolve the problem because they do not manage resources

in an anchor-frame granularity.

Insight #3. To attain high resource efficiency on a computing clus-
ter, we need a resource allocation scheme that considers the unique
characteristics of neural video enhancement.

4 NEUROSCALER OVERVIEW
Goal. Motivated by the limitations of neural-enhanced live stream-

ing, our goal is to reduce the cost of end-to-end neural enhancement

and maximize overall quality gain on a computing cluster.

Scope. Neural-enhanced live streaming involves additional DNN

training and neural enhancement cost. In this paper, we scope our

work to reduce the end-to-end neural enhancement cost because it

is significantly more expensive than the training cost. For example,

LiveNAS [85] uses three GPUs for the enhancement, while only one

GPU for the training. The training cost can be further reduced by

sharing a super-resolution DNN across similar videos [71, 85, 97].

Decoder

Anchor scheduler (§5)

: Codec-level  info

Stream 1 

Stream N

Streams

Neural accelerators (e.g., GPUs,NPUs)

Pre-processor Infer engine Encoder

Queries (         ) Anchor enhancer (§6)

[Memory]

Resource manager
Anchor selection
Load balancing

Figure 7: NeuroScaler overview

Stream

Ingest side Distribution side
CDN serversStreamer

720p
Media server

NeuroScaler

Transcoder

1080p-2160p

240p-720p

Figure 8: NeuroScaler deployment model

Overview. NeuroScaler takes an ingest stream and a DNN pair

and outputs a high-resolution stream; the DNN can also be dy-

namically updated through online learning as in LiveNAS. Figure 7

shows the overall workflow of NeuroScaler that consists of the

anchor scheduler (§5) and the anchor enhancers (§6). The sched-

uler decodes ingest streams and selects the most beneficial anchor

frames across the streams. Then, for each stream, the DNN and

the selected anchor frames are forwarded to the enhancers, which

are equipped with neural accelerators. The enhancers pre-process

a DNN, apply the DNN to the anchor frames, and re-encode the

super-resolved outputs. All the processes in the scheduler and the

enhancer are pipelined and parallelized to maximize the overall

processing throughput.

Deployment scenario. Figure 8 illustrates the deployment model

of NeuroScaler for adaptive streaming. When a low-quality stream

(e.g., 360p or 720p) is uploaded to a media server, NeuroScaler pro-

duces a higher-resolution stream using real-time super-resolution.

Lower-resolution versions (e.g., 240p-720p) are also created from the

ingest stream using a traditional transcoding pipeline [66]. By us-

ing NeuroScaler, clients can now watch high-resolution video even

when the ingest path becomes congested. Deploying NeuroScaler

on video conferencing is similar to the above process, but does not

require multi-resolution transcoding.

5 ANCHOR SCHEDULER
This section describes NeuroScaler’s anchor frame selection algo-

rithm (§5.1) and resource management modules (§5.2) that utilizes

the algorithm.

5.1 Zero-inference Anchor Frame Selection
Problem & Goal. To run selective super-resolution on live content,

both anchor frame selection and enhancement must be processed

in real time. To this end, we develop a zero-inference algorithm 1)

that selects anchor frames without any neural inferences, 2) while
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Figure 9: Key observations on anchor frames

offering comparable quality to that of the algorithm running the

per-frame inference.

Insight. Our key observation is that the benefit of using an anchor

frame can be estimated by information from a video codec, without

actual neural inferences. In particular, the benefit critically depends

on frame type and residual:

Frame type: Frames inside a compressed video have dependencies

in the form of a directed graph. There are special types of video

frames with a high degree of reference, and using them as anchor

frames delivers larger quality improvements. For VP8/9 and AV1

codecs [5, 62], two types of frames belong to this category: 1) key
frames are the first frames of a group of pictures (GOP) and 2)

alternative reference frames are invisible frames only used for inter-

frame compression. To demonstrate this, we measure the quality

improvement on video chunks [68] when using an anchor frame per

frame type. Figure 9(a) indicates that key and alternative reference

frames have a higher reference count (within a graph of frames) and

deliver 1.2 dB, 0.5 dB higher quality in PSNR compared to normal

frames, respectively.

Residual: Reusing super-resolution results produces quality loss

due to residual (i.e., temporal difference) between frames (§2). Thus,

the gain of an anchor frame is proportional to the amount of loss

it reduces; but measuring this loss requires running actual selec-

tive super-resolution. Instead, our key observation is that this loss

can be approximated by the amount of residual an anchor frame

reduces, which can be easily calculated as in Equation 1. To demon-

strate this, we measure the reduced residual and the video quality

gain when using an alternative reference frame as an anchor frame.

Both values were normalized to between 0 and 1 within each video

chunk [19]. Figure 9(b) shows that there is a high correlation be-

tween quality gain and the reduced residual; the Pearson correlation

coefficient [80] (𝑟 ) is 0.942.

Design.Based on the observations above, we develop a zero-inference
anchor frame selector that leverages codec-level information (e.g.,

frame type, residual) to select beneficial anchor frames. Figure 10

illustrates the overall workflow:

1 Divide: The selector divides frames into groups based on their

type for each stream. There are a total of three groups in which

𝐺𝑘𝑒𝑦,𝐺𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑒 𝑓 , and 𝐺𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 have key frames, alternative reference

frames, and other frames, respectively. The groups have priorities in

selecting anchor frames in the order of𝐺𝑘𝑒𝑦,𝐺𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑒 𝑓 , and𝐺𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 .

2 Estimate: The selector estimates the benefit of using an an-

chor frame, referred to as anchor gain, for the frames in𝐺𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑒 𝑓 and

𝐺𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 . The anchor gain is calculated based on the accumulated

residual, using Algorithm 1 explained later in this section. For the

frames in𝐺𝑘𝑒𝑦 , we assume they have equal anchor gain as they do

Gkey

Stream 1

① Divide ② Estimate

G’key

G’altref

G’normal

Global

③ Merge & Sort ④ Select

AnchorsFrames

: : Estimating anchor gains

Galtref
1

Gnormal
2

1

2

3

Figure 10: Zero-inference anchor selection algorithm

not have an effect on accumulated residual. This does not harm the

overall performance because there are only a few key frames, and

all of them are commonly selected as anchor frames.

3 Merge & Sort: The selector merges per-stream groups into

global groups, where 𝐺
𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙

𝑘𝑒𝑦
,𝐺

𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙

𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑒 𝑓
, and 𝐺

𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙

𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙
contain key

frames, alternative reference frames, and normal frames of all

streams, respectively. Frames in the same group are sorted accord-

ing to the anchor gain.

4 Select: The selector iteratively chooses anchor frames from

the sorted global groups starting from𝐺
𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙

𝑘𝑒𝑦
to𝐺

𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙

𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑒 𝑓
and𝐺

𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙

𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙
.

To meet the real-time constraint, NeuroScaler measures the latency

of DNNs once and selects the maximum number of anchor frames

whose total latency is less than the available computing time.

Estimating anchor gain. In Step 2 , NeuroScaler uses residual

to estimate anchor gain using Algorithm 1 in Appendix A. The

algorithm first calculates accumulated residuals across frames (Al-

gorithm 1, line #2). It then iteratively selects the most beneficial

frame and estimates its anchor gain. For each iteration, it calculates

the amount of residual each frame reduces (line #6-8) as follows:

ΔRes(𝐹 [𝑖]) =
∑︁
𝑗

(
Res(𝐹 [ 𝑗])︸      ︷︷      ︸
𝐹 [𝑖 ]≠Anchor

− Res’(𝐹 [ 𝑗])︸       ︷︷       ︸
𝐹 [𝑖 ]=Anchor

)
=

𝑘−1∑︁
𝑗=𝑖

(
Res(𝐹 [ 𝑗]) − (Res(𝐹 [ 𝑗]) − Res(𝐹 [𝑖]))

)
=(𝑘 − 𝑖) × Res[𝑖]

(1)

where Res(𝐹 [ 𝑗]) is accumulated residual of the 𝑗 th frame, and 𝑘

is the index of the closest frame at which the residual resets. The

residual is cleared at either a key frame or a frame whose anchor

gain was estimated in previous iterations. If such frames do not exist

within the given frames, the algorithm predicts that the residual

resets at the key frame of the next video chunk. Next, it selects the

frame that reduces the residual the most and sets its anchor gain

as the amount of reduced residual (line #12,13). Lastly, it updates

the accumulated residual of each frame to reflect the impact of the

chosen frame (line #14). To quickly estimate the anchor gain, the

total residual pixel value is approximated as the size of an encoded

residual frame. This has a minimal impact on quality (=Δ0.05 dB in

PSNR) because both values are highly correlated.

5.2 Anchor-aware Resource Management
Goal & Challenge. Our goal is to maximize the overall quality

improvement when processing a large number of streams. For this,

we want NeuroScaler to optimally allocate computing resources for

each stream, while balancing the load. However, this is challenging

because the quality gain and the computing overhead of anchor

frames are heterogeneous across streams and can change over time.
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Figure 11: Anchor-aware scheduler overview

In particular, the stream-level load balancers in §3 miss two

key opportunities for maximizing the quality. First, the scheduler

selects locally optimal anchor frames because it runs end-to-end

neural enhancement per instance. Second, the scheduler suffers

from an imbalance in per-stream anchor frames across instances.

The computing overhead of stream processing is non-deterministic;

it dynamically changes according to several factors such as anchor

frames per stream and available resources. This leads to an imbal-

ance in per-instance load, which in turn causes an imbalance in

per-stream anchor frames.

Design. To resolve the challenge, wemake two design choices. First,

to choose an optimal set of anchor frames, we run a global anchor
frame selection across all streams. Second, to mitigate the two

types of imbalance, we distribute the load to instances at an anchor-
frame granularity, in which the overhead of anchor frames can

be accurately estimated. To this end, we propose an anchor-aware
resource scheduler consisting of two main modules, as illustrated in

Figure 11.

1 Global anchor frame selector runs at a centralized server

to select the most beneficial anchor frames across all video streams.

In particular, it periodically runs the zero-inference algorithm (§5.1),

choosing the largest number of anchor frames that can be processed

in real time on a computing cluster as follows:

max

𝑁

( 𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑇𝐷𝑁𝑁 (𝐴𝐹 [𝑖]) ≤ 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑣 ×𝑀

)
where 𝐴𝐹 is anchor frames sorted by the anchor gain; 𝑇𝐷𝑁𝑁 is the

DNN latency; 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑣 is the anchor frame selection interval, which

is a configurable parameter; and 𝑀 is the number of computing

instances in the cluster. In this study, we use 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑣 = 666ms (40

frames for 60 fps video) unless otherwise noted. Such global anchor

frame selection allows us to mitigate an imbalance in per-stream

anchor frames.

In general, using the longer scheduling interval can increase

quality by selecting more impactful anchor frames, as shown in

Figure 29 in Appendix C. However, this incurs higher end-to-end

latency; thus the interval must be adjusted according to the appli-

cation requirement.

2 Anchor-level load balancer, after selecting anchor frames,

dynamically balances the loads among the computing instances

at an anchor-frame granularity. To do so, the resource scheduler

divides the selected anchor frames into per-instance groups, where

frames in each group are forwarded to and processed at the cor-

responding computing instance. To meet the real-time constraint,

the resource scheduler assigns the maximum number of anchor

frames for each group, whose total latency is below the anchor

frame selection interval (𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑣 ). Such anchor-level load balancing

allows us to mitigate an imbalance in per-instance load.

Video

Anchors

Reuse

Anchor
Video

Frame

Hybrid encoder (Server)

Transfer

Decode
Decode

Reuse

Decode

Anchor?

No

Yes
Hybrid decoder (Client)

InsertEncoding

Figure 12: Hybrid codec: overall workflow

Trade-offpolicies.There is a trade-off between quality and through-

put. More streams can be processed per instance by reducing the

number of anchor frames per stream, which results in lower qual-

ity due to the reduced computations. NeuroScaler provides two

different trade-off policies:

The cost-effective policy operates at the knee point of the curve

between cost and quality gain; refer to Figure 16 in §8.1. Increasing

the cost beyond this point returns the marginal quality gain while

decreasing the cost greatly degrades the quality. To find this knee

point, an operator needs to profile a trade-off between the fraction

of anchor frames and quality gain over representative videos. With

this policy, resource auto-scaling is required to support all incoming

live streams; thus, NeuroScaler dynamically provides the number of

computing instances needed as 𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑙 (𝑇𝐷𝑁𝑁 (𝐴𝐹 )
𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑣

), where𝑇𝐷𝑁𝑁 (𝐴𝐹 )
is the latency of anchor frame enhancement.

The latency-sensitive policy selects the same fraction of anchor

frames as above, but the scheduling interval is set to 66ms (4 frames

for 60 fps video) to satisfy the delay requirement (200ms) of live

video conferencing [52].

6 ANCHOR ENHANCER
This section describes NeuroScaler’s hybrid codec (§6.1) and GPU

context switching optimizations (§6.2).

6.1 Hybrid Video Encoding
Problem & Goal. End-to-end neural enhancement requires (re-

)encoding, but traditional video encoders (e.g., VPx [28], H.26x [9,

10]) are computationally expensive and become a main computa-

tional bottleneck (§3). Thus, we aim to develop a lightweight codec

that can compress high resolution streams at least as fast as our se-

lective inference, such that they do not become a bottleneck, while

offering comparable quality to the existing codecs. This lightweight

codec allows us to process end-to-end neural enhancement at the

speed of selective super-resolution.

Insight. Our key observation is that non-anchor frames can be by-

passed when (re-)encoding the output of selective super-resolution.

This is because non-anchor frames can be easily reconstructed at the

client side even with commercial mobile devices without significant

overhead [101]. Such by-passingwould allow us to encode the target

video very fast. In addition, as the non-anchor frames are directly

sent at low resolution without up-scaling, this further leaves room,

in terms of bandwidth, for encoding the anchor frames at high

quality. Motivated by these observations, we devise a hybrid codec,
which is specialized for encoding selective super-resolution outputs.

Figure 12 illustrates the overall workflow of the hybrid codec.

Hybrid encoding (server-side). In contrast to traditional en-

coders, the hybrid encoder utilizes both video and image codecs in
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a synergistic way. It reuses the input video stream and compresses

only super-resolved anchor frames using an image codec, while

offloading non-anchor frame reconstructions to clients. Each an-

chor frame size is equally set to meet the bitrate constraint in live

streaming. Next, the hybrid encoder packages the encoded video

and super-resolved anchor frames in a single file, which is later

delivered to the clients. A new header attached to each frame con-

tains the frame type (i.e., anchor or non-anchor frame) and the

super-resolved frame for an anchor frame.

The hybrid encoder has two key advantages. First, it reduces the

computing overhead by 78.6-235.8× compared to a video encoder

(§8.2). This is because the hybrid encoder applies a lightweight

image codec, which is ∼6.25× cheaper than a video encoder, only to

a few anchor frames (5-10% of all frames). Second, because anchor

frames are sparsely spread apart within a video chunk, applying an

image codec to a few frames has a minimal effect on compression

efficiency; the Bjontegaard rate difference (BD-rate) [73] improves

by 6.69% when using the hybrid encoder compared to re-encoding

a video using a traditional encoder (§8.2).

Hybrid decoding (client-side). The hybrid-encoded stream is de-

coded at the client, as shown in Figure 12.When a compressed frame

arrives, the hybrid decoder first checks if the current frame is an

anchor frame. If it is, the decoder decodes the super-resolved frame

and caches it in memory. Otherwise, the codec reuses previous

super-resolved frames to up-scale the current frame by leveraging

codec-level information (§2). Decoding a hybrid-encoded stream in-

curs minimal overhead. Our evaluation (§8.2) shows that the hybrid

decoder slightly increases energy consumption by 18% compared

to a traditional decoder.

6.2 Optimizing GPU Context Switching
We aim to efficiently execute super-resolution DNNs on inference-

optimized frameworks (e.g., TensorRT [42], TVM [3]). However, in

neural-enhanced live streaming, naively using these frameworks

severely degrades the speed due to two types of GPU context switch-

ing overhead (§2).

Problem (DNN update). Model optimization (§2) can make in-

ference faster, but it commonly takes several seconds to minutes

depending on the DNN size. Thus, translating the benefit of this

optimization to the live streaming context is challenging. Because

a DNN can be updated online, the optimization must be done in

real time.

Model pre-optimization. To reduce the optimization latency, we

rely on our key observation that the model optimization result is

less relevant to its actual weight values. Based on this, we pro-

pose a model pre-optimization scheme in which the optimization

takes place offline and occurs just once. Before live streaming be-

gins, NeuroScaler takes a randomly initialized “mock” DNN and

pre-optimizes it on a target accelerator. Next, when a DNN needs

optimization during live streaming (§4), our system generates the

optimized version using the mock DNN, which was optimized of-

fline. This involves replacing the parameters of the mock DNN with

those of the target DNN. This scheme reduces the latency from tens

of seconds to several milliseconds (§8.2).

Problem (DNN loading). Multiple DNNs/frames arrive at each

anchor enhancer per scheduling interval (§5.2); thus device/host

memory must be frequently allocated/freed. Such overhead is com-

parable to that of neural inference when it comes to high-resolution

(4K/8K), because several MBs/GBs of host/device memory are re-

quired per DNN, respectively.

Memory pre-allocation. To avoid the frequent memory alloca-

tion overhead, we pre-allocate host/device memory and construct a

memory pool when a program launches. In Appendix A, we describe

the memory management scheme that considers the characteris-

tics of neural super-resolution. This scheme makes the overhead

negligible regardless of the requested memory size.

7 IMPLEMENTATION
NeuroScaler is implemented upon commercial frameworks includ-

ing libvpx (v1.10) [33], TensorRT (v8.0.3) [53], libjpeg-turbo (v2.1.2) [32],

Kakadu H2JTK (v8.2.1) [30], and gRPC (v1.42.0) [24]. NeuroScaler

consists of ∼10.1K lines of code.

Decoder.We extend libvpx, which is a reference software imple-

mentation of VP9. The original decoding API only outputs a de-

coded visible frame, but we need codec-level information (e.g., resid-

ual, frame type) and invisible frames for anchor frame selection

and enhancement, respectively. Therefore, we modify the decoding

API (vpx_codec_get_frame) to additionally return this informa-

tion. Next, we parallelize per-stream decoding on multiple CPU

threads. Since frames within the same stream have dependency for

decoding, we allocate a dedicated thread for each stream.

8 EVALUATION
We evaluate NeuroScaler by answering the following questions.

◦ Does NeuroScaler effectively improve the end-to-end process-

ing throughput?

◦ How does each design component of NeuroScaler contribute

to the overall performance?

◦ Does NeuroScaler effectively maximize the overall quality of

multiple streams?

Hardware. Experiments were conducted on AWS EC2 g4dn in-

stances [8] that have Intel 2.5 GHz Cascade Lake CPUs and NVIDIA

T4 GPUs. Table 1 in Appendix B presents their specifications and

prices. We ran neural inference on the GPUs and other processes

(e.g., decoding, encoding, anchor frame selection) on the CPUs.

Video. We setup raw videos and encoded them for ingest and

distribution as follows:

Setup: We used videos from the top six most-watched content cat-

egories on Twitch in 2021 [34]. Because Twitch does not provide

2160p, 60 fps video, we downloaded videos from Youtube with the

same content. For each category, we sorted videos by view count

and selected the top video that supports 2160p, 60 fps and is at least

20 minutes long [16–21].

Ingest: We used the VP9 codec following the Youtube Live set-

tings [69]. Group of picture (GOP), frame rate, and bitrates were

respectively configured as 2 seconds, 60 fps, and {0.7, 4.125, 6.75,

35.5}Mbps (for {360, 720, 1080, 2160}p video). Detailed codec param-

eters we use are specified in Appendix B. Unless otherwise noted,

the first 20 minutes of 720p videos were used. Note that 720p is

most widely used for broadcasting in Twitch, whereas 2160p is

rarely used [1, 11].
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Distribution:We compressed super-resolved frames as follows. First,

for per-frame encoding, the software VP9 codec [33] and the hard-

ware H.265 codec [40] were used with the same configuration as

above; both codecs show a similar level of compression efficiency.

Next, for hybrid encoding, the software JPEG2000 codec [30] was

used with the quantization parameter (QP) as Table 2 in Appendix

B.

Super-resolution DNN. We used the “high-quality” DNN from

NAS [102], which has 8 residual blocks, 32 channels, and a scale

factor of 3. To emulate the benefit of online learning as in Live-

NAS [85], a content-aware DNN was trained per video with the

first 10 minutes and tested with the last 10 minutes. However,

NeuroScaler is orthogonal to how the super-resolution network is

trained. The cost-effective mode (§5.2) was used for NeuroScaler

unless otherwise noted.

8.1 End-to-End Performance
To demonstrate NeuroScaler delivers significant improvement in

scalability, we compare NeuroScaler with two end-to-end neural

enhancment baselines:

◦ Per-frame baseline applies a DNN to every frame and encodes

the output using the traditional video codec; the state-of-the-

art neural-enhanced live streaming (LiveNAS [85]) adopts this

approach.

◦ Selective baseline applies a DNN to every key frame and
equally-spaced frames (Key+Uniform), while using the same

codec as above.

For fair comparison, we configure the baselines, as best as possible,

to achieve the same quality as NeuroScaler. For this, we adjust the

DNN size for the per-frame baseline and the number of anchor

frames for the selective baseline. Table 3 in Appendix B shows the

configuration per content.

Throughput improvement. Figure 13(a) illustrates the average
end-to-end neural enhancement throughput across the six videos

1
.

The maximum number of streams that can be processed in real

time was measured on the g4dn.12xlarge instance that has 48

vCPUs and 4 GPUs. NeuroScaler significantly improves the end-

to-end processing throughput by 10× and 2.5-5× compared to the

per-frame and the selective baseline, respectively. Without the GPU

context switching optimization (§6.2), both baselines cannot process

even a single stream in real time. With the optimization, the end-to-

end performances of the per-frame and the selective baseline are

constrained by the inference and encoding overhead, respectively.

Quality gain. Figure 13(b) shows the original and neural-enhanced
video quality in PSNR; the error bars represent one standard de-

viation from the average. The quality was measured between the

raw video and the compressed (super-resolved) video. NeuroScaler

consistently delivers large quality improvements by 1.65-7.33 dB

(4.63 dB on average) compared to the original video. The absoulte

PSNR of NeuroScaler ranges from 34.5 dB (“Fortnite”) to 43.2 dB

(“Minecraft”); Note that the quality difference between the baselines

and NeuroScaler is minimal (0.215 dB on average). In Appendix

C, we demonstrate that NeuroScaler’s gain is also significant in

VMAF [55] in Table 5, which is a widely-used video quality metric;

we present the snapshots of video samples in Figures 30, 31, and 32.

Cost saving. To compare the end-to-end processing cost, we select

the most cost-effective computing instance for each approach. Fig-

ure 14 compares the per-stream cost
1
. It shows that NeuroScaler

significantly reduces the cost by 22.3× and 3.0-11.1× compared to

the per-frame and selective baselines (with the GPU context switch-

ing optimization), respectively. Table 4 in Appendix C lists the most

cost-effective instance type and the number of instances needed

per 100 streams for each approach.

1
We omit the standard deviation in the figure as the number of real-time streams

or the processing cost is the same across contents.
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NeuroScaler’s large cost reduction (up to 22.3x) comes from the

fact that NeuroScaler greatly reduces both CPU and GPU usage,

which enables NeuroScaler to run onmore economic instance types.

Table 7 in Appendix C quantifies this resource saving. The reduced

GPU usage is due to selective inference with the zero-inference al-

gorithm (§5.1) and the context switching optimization (§6.2). The re-

duction in CPU usage comes from the use of the hybrid codec (§6.1).

As a result, NeuroScaler runs on more economic instances, such as

g4dn.xlarge (4 vCPUs per GPU), in contrast to g4dn.12xlarge
(12 vCPUs per GPU) used in Figure 13(a).

Contributions by individual components. Figure 15 illustrates
the throughput breakdown ofNeuroScaler using the g4dn.12xlarge
instance that has four GPUs.We testedmultiple versions of NeuroScaler

by selectively applying the zero-inference anchor selection (§5.1),

the hybrid encoding (§6.1), and the context switching optimiza-

tion (§6.2). The result shows that all components significantly con-

tribute to the improvements in the number of streams. The context

switching optimization enables processing two streams in real time

(1st→2nd row), while the vanilla selective SR fails to support even

a single live stream. The number of streams is increased by 2.16×
due to the hybrid codec (2nd→4th row) and by 2.30× due to the

zero-inference anchor selection (4th→5th row).

Cost-effective mode. The default cost-effective mode (§5.2) bal-

ances the quality and the cost. To demonstrate this, we measured

the quality gain against the cost per stream for the “League of

Legends” video [19], as shown in Figure 16. Increasing the cost

(33.3-100%) beyond this mode returns the marginal quality gain

(0.07-0.12 dB). Otherwise, reducing the cost (33.3-66.6%) greatly

sacrifices the quality by 0.37-1.14 dB.

End-to-end latency.NeuroScaler can support live adaptive stream-

ing and video conferencing using the cost-effective and latency-

sensitive policy, respectively. To demonstrate this, we benchmark

the former and latter policy on the g4dn.xlarge and g5dn.2xlarge
instance; the latter has a NVIDIA A10 GPU. Table 8 in Appendix

C shows the end-to-end latency and its breakdown. First, the cost-

effective mode incurs delay of 669ms on average (±338ms standard

deviation). Since traditional live streaming (e.g., Twitch) incurs

dealy of several seconds [27, 60], the addition latency from neural

enhancement has a minimal impact. Second, the latency-critical

mode produces delay of 90.8ms on average (±25.8ms), which sat-

isfy the delay requirement (200ms) of video conferencing [52]. The

delay can be further reduced, if needed, by decreasing the anchor

frame selection interval (𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑣 ) and/or running DNNs on more ad-

vanced accelerators [37, 43] which provide lower latency.

8.2 Component-wise In-depth Analysis
We provide an in-depth performance analysis of individual system

components.

NeuroScaler’s anchor selector (§5.1) with selective inference

greatly reduces the cost of super-resolution compared to the exist-

ing approaches. This is because this selector can choose beneficial

anchor frames very fast.

Resource saving: Figure 17 shows the average GPU usage for neu-

ral super-resolution over the six videos; all approaches deliver

similar quality (average Δ|PSNR| = 0.215 dB). The GPU usage was

normalized by that of the per-frame SR. NeuroScaler reduces the

GPU usage by 9.48×, 14.33×, and 2.33× compared to the per-frame,

NEMO-selective, and uniform-selective SR, respectively. In contrast,

the NEMO-selective SR even increases the GPU usage by 57% com-

pared to the per-frame counterpart because of the anchor frame

selection overhead; it requires per-frame inference with a larger

DNN to achieve the similar quality.

Throughput: Figure 18 illustrates the anchor frame selection through-

put against the number of CPU threads. NeuroScaler can process

100 streams per CPU thread (with 4.13ms delay), whereas NEMO

cannot run it on CPU in real time.

Quality: Figure 19 shows the PSNR gain against the fraction of

anchor frames for the “League of Legends” video [19]. NeuroScaler

’s anchor frames deliver comparable quality gain to those of the

NEMO: up to 0.27 dB higher (fraction ≥ 7.5), up to 0.14 dB lower

(fraction < 7.5). Compared to selecting key and equally-spaced

frames as anchor frames, NeuroScaler can achieve the same quality

with 2.5-3× fewer anchor frames.

NeuroScaler’s hybrid codec (§6.1) greatly reduces the cost com-

pared to re-encoding at the ingest server, while maintaining high

compression efficiency. At the same time, it incurs minimal decod-

ing overhead at the client.

Resource saving: Figure 20 shows the average CPU usage for the hy-

brid video encoding (JPEG2000) and the per-frame video encoding

(VP9); both approaches deliver similar quality (average Δ|PSNR|
=0.01 dB). These encoders were tested on various fractions of an-

chor frames, and the CPU usage was normalized by that of the

per-frame encoding. NeuroScaler reduces the CPU usage by 78.6-

235.8× compared to the per-frame encoding. The speedup becomes

higher as the fraction of anchor frames reduces.

Throughput: Figure 21 illustrates the processing throughput against
the number of CPU threads. NeuroScaler can process 81 streams

with 16 CPU threads, while the traditional codec can encode only a

single stream.
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Figure 25: The benefits of the anchor-level load balancer

Compression efficiency: Figure 22 illustrates the quality against the

bitrate using the same video as above. The NeuroScaler’s codec de-

livers comparable quality to the per-frame encoding (VP9). Overall,

the hybrid codec slightly increases BD-rate [73] by 6.69%, which is a

widely-used quality metric for compressed video, while processing

78.6-235.8× faster than the per-frame codec as shown above.

Decoding overhead: We benchmark the throughput and per-frame

power consumption of the hybrid and traditional decoder on a

smartphone [67], which has the Qualcomm Snapdragon 855 proces-

sor [49]. Figure 23 shows the throughput and energy consumption

when decoding a 4K, 30 fps video [68] on the mobile CPU (4 threads).

The hybrid decoding satisfies the real-time constraint, while slightly

increasing the energy consumption by 18% compared to the tra-

ditional decoding (VP9). We expect that the energy consumption

can be reduced as the current implementation is an un-optimized

prototype which leaves room for improvement; e.g., it decodes an-

chor frames twice (with JPEG2000 and VP9), but such redundancy

can be removed. Using the desktop class-CPU (Intel i9-9900K [29]),

the hybrid decoder can process a 4K, 60 fps live video with a single

thread, as shown in Table 6 in Appendix C.

NeuroScaler’ GPU context-switching optimization (6.2) greatly

reduces the overhead of GPU context switching, as shown in Fig-

ure 24. First, themodel pre-optimizationmethod reduces the latency

of DNN compilation from 137 s to 13ms. Next, the memory pre-

allocation method reduces the latency of loading data (e.g., DNN,

frames) to GPU memory from 19.9-46.5ms to several microseconds.

These two optimizations improve the inference throughput by 2.79×
compared to running an unoptimized DNN using PyTorch [45].

NeuroScaler’s resource scheduler (§5.2) maximizes the quality

gain of selective inference. To demonstrate this, we measure the

quality difference from per-frame super-resolution for each video

chunk. We compare the quality with the anchor-agnostic scheduler
that 1) allocates video streams to computing instances in a round-

robin way, and 2) selects/enhances anchor frames as NeuroScaler

per computing instance. We use eight servers [8], each with a single

Component Decoder Resource manager
Instance type c6i.32xlarge c6i.32xlarge

Latency 2.65ms 4.13ms
#streams 768 12800

Cost (per stream) ¢0.311 ¢0.0186
Figure 26: NeuroScaler’s anchor scheduler scalability

NVIDIA T4 GPU. 18 360p and 720p streams (total of 36 streams)

were up-scaled to 1080p and 2160p versions, respectively; this is the

maximum number of streams the cost-effective mode can process.

We repeated the experiments 1,000 times by randomly shuffling the

order of video streams.

Quality improvement: Figure 25(a) shows the average, 90%-tile,

and 95%-tile quality difference of video chunks, respectively; note

that NeuroScaler’s quality gain compared to the original videos

is 4.77 dB on average. The result shows that NeuroScaler’s sched-

uler effectively minimizes the quality difference and achieves a

consistent performance. Compared to the baseline, NeuroScaler

reduces the average, 90%-tile, and 95%-tile quality difference by up

to 0.19 dB, 0.71 dB, and 1.11 dB, respectively. In contrast, the anchor-

agnostic approach shows a large variation in quality difference

across iterations.

NeuroScaler’s gain comes from mitigating an imbalance in per-

stream anchor frames by the global scheduling of anchor frames

and anchor enhancement tasks. To highlight this, we compare the

fraction of anchor frames between NeuroScaler and the worst-case

baseline, as shown in Figure 25(b). In contrast to NeuroScaler that

balances anchor frames across streams, the baseline suffers from

an imbalance in per-stream anchor frames, which results from

imbalance in per-instance load (§3). In particualr, it 1) under-selects

anchor frames for 15% of streams, which results in large quality

difference, and 2) over-selects anchor frames for 50% of streams,

which results in small quality gain per anchor frame.

8.3 Scalability
Scheduler. NeuroScaler’s anchor scheduler (§4), which consists

of the decoder and the resource manager, can operate at scale.

Figure 26 shows the cost and the latency of each module using

the c6i.32xlarge instance [6] that has 128 vCPUs. The scheduler

overall costs ¢0.329 per stream, while the decoder and the resource

manager incurs 2.65ms and 4.13ms delay, respectively. Here, video

decoding and per-stream anchor gain estimation (Step 2 in Fig-

ure 10) are the main computational bottlenecks, but both of them

can be parallelized on multiple CPUs.

Case study (Twitch [57]). We estimate the operating cost for run-

ning NeuroScaler on a Twitch-scale service, which has 100,000 con-

current live streams. Figure 27 quantifies the cost using AWS EC2
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Module Instance #instances Cost
Scheduler c6i.32xlarge 139 $332 per hour
Enhancer g4dn.xlarge 33,334 $7,566 per hour

All - - $7,898 per hour
Figure 27: NeuroScaler’s cost for a Twitch-scale service

instances [6, 8]. NeuroScaler’s neural enhancement costs $7,898

per hour, which is 21.3× less expensive than the per-frame counter-

part as used in LiveNAS [85]. The anchor scheduler and enhancer

accounts for 4.3% and 95.7% of the overall cost, respectively.

9 DISCUSSION
Codec neutrality.The design of NeuroScaler is codec neutral. First,
the zero-inference anchor frame selection (§5.1) can be applied

to any types of video codecs, since the algorithm uses features

that are generally supported in video codes: 1) multiple tiers of

frames varying on the degree of reference and 2) residual produced

by inter-frame compression. For example, to support the H.26x

codecs [25, 26], we only need to replace the VPx-/AV1-specific

frame groups (𝐺𝑘𝑒𝑦,𝐺𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑒 𝑓 , and 𝐺𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 in Figure 10) with the

H.26x-specific groups (𝐺𝐼 ,𝐺𝑃 , and𝐺𝐵 ). Second, the hybrid encoding

(§6.1) can accommodate any combinations of video codecs and

images codecs. It does not rely on features that are available only

for specific codecs. Lastly, the GPU context switching optimization

(§6.2) and the anchor-aware resource scheduling (§5.2) are agnostic

to video codecs.

Joint optimization. The performance of NeuroScaler can be fur-

ther improved by considering the interdependencies among selec-

tive inference, DNN training, and video encoding, which we leave

as future work. First, a DNN is applied only to anchor frames, while

each anchor frame delivers a different amount of benefit. Therefore,

a DNN can be trained more efficiently by 1) targeting anchor frames

(instead of randomly sampled frames), and 2) allocating training

time across anchor frames considering their benefit. Second, the

benefit of anchor frames largely depends on frame dependencies

within a video, but traditional video encoders construct such depen-

dencies without considering anchor frames. If a video is encoded

in an anchor-aware manner, the number of anchor frames could be

decreased while maintaining the same video quality.

10 RELATEDWORK
Accelerating super-resolution. Several studies [72, 87, 88] ac-
celerate super-resolution at an image-level or a video-level. First,

blocks within the same image have heterogeneous difficulty in re-

covering high-resolution counterparts. Based on this, MobiSR [88]

and ClassSR [87] use fewer computations on blocks that have lower

difficulty, accelerating image super-resolution. These approaches

can be applied to NeuroScaler to accelerate super-resolution on

anchor frames. Second, video has a large amount of temporal redun-

dancy, and super-resolution results can be reused over consecutive

frames. dcSR [72] and FAST [108] apply super-resolution only to

key frames, but this can greatly degrade quality on videos that

contain dynamic scenes [101].

Using super-resolution on ingest streams. Live neural-enhanced
streaming is gaining increasing popularity both in academia [85, 99,

100] and industry [38, 39, 54]. LiveNAS [85] runs super-resolution

on live ingest streams to enhance the video quality. Runespoor [99]

and CloudSeg [100] apply super-resolution to images from surveil-

lance cameras to improve video analytics. NVIDIA Maxine [39]

provides an SDK that supports super-resolution on NVIDIA GPUs,

and commercial live streaming services [38, 54] integrate this SDK

to improve the service quality. In NeuroScaler, we greatly improve

its cost and resource efficiency.

Using super-resolution at clients. Recent studies [76, 101, 102,
105] utilize client computations to run video super-resolution. NAS [102]

applies super-resolution to adaptive streaming. Parsec [76] and Vo-

luSR/YuZu [104, 105] use super-resolution for 360-degree and volu-

metric video streaming, respectively. NEMO [101] enables super-

resolution on commercial mobile devices. These efforts focus on

improving the quality at the distribution side and are orthogonal

to our approach that improves the ingest stream quality.

Improving live streaming.A large body of work has been devoted

to improving live streaming. First, at the ingest side, Salsify [79]

and Concerto [111] enable fast and accurate adaptation to band-

width fluctuations by reducing the mismatch between codecs and

transport protocols. Vantage [93] optimizes quality-of-experience

for time-shifted viewers by selectively re-transmitting previous

videos in higher quality. NeuroScaler is agnostic to ingest proto-

cols and can support these systems. Second, at the distribution

side, previous studies [83, 90, 92, 96, 103] propose better bitrate and

server selection algorithms. These efforts are orthogonal to our

approach as NeuroScaler targets improving ingest stream quality.

Lastly, SVE [82] proposes a scalable and distributed video process-

ing system used in Facebook. In contrast, NeuroScaler improves

the scalability of neural video enhancement.

Model serving. Several efforts have been devoted to DNN-based

model serving; they are orthogonal to our contributions. Clip-

per [75] proposes a layered architecture to ease the deployment of

model serving on various ML frameworks and devices. Nexus [95],

Clockwork [81], and InFaaS [94] improve the overall processing

throughput when co-locating multiple models with different SLOs.

All the works dynamically optimize batch size to benefit from paral-

lel processing on modern accelerators. Clockwork further provides

the predictable performance in tail latency, and InFaaS additional

adapts model-variants such as model architectures and hardware

platforms. These methods can be applied to NeuroScaler to co-

locate various types of streams in the same cluster.

11 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we looked at the scalability issues in neural-enhanced

live streaming. We found that end-to-end neural enhancement is

prohibitively expensive, and typical resource schedulers are ineffi-

cient for scale-out.We presented NeuroScaler, a scalable framework

for live neural enhancement that resolves the challenges by a holis-

tic approach. First, NeuroScaler enables selective inference in live

streaming by devising the zero-inference algorithm. Next, it devel-

ops the hybrid codec and the GPU context switching optimization

that allow us to process end-to-end neural enhancement at the

speed of selective inference. Lastly, it introduces the anchor-aware

resource management that maximizes the overall quality when

scaling out to a computing cluster. In our evaluation using a public

cloud, we show that NeuroScaler can deliver an order of magnitude

improvement in scalability.
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reviewed.

A DESIGN DETAILS
Estimating anchor gain. Algorithm 1 shows how NeuroScaler

estimates the gains of anchor frames.

Algorithm 1 Per-group Anchor Gain Estimation

• candidates: frames within a group

1: function EstimateGain(candidates, frames)

2: residuals = CalcResidual(frames)

3: 𝑁 = |candidates|

4: while 𝑁 > 0 do 𝑁 -= 1

5: gain
max

= −∞
6: for 𝑖 = 1 to |candidates| do
7: if not candidates[index].done then
8: gain = CalcDiffResidual(residuals, 𝑖)

9: if gain > gain
max

then
10: indexmax = 𝑖

11: gain
max

= gain

12: candidates[indexmax].done = true

13: candidates[indexmax].gain = gain
max

14: UpdateResidual(residuals, indexmax)

15: function CalcResidual(frames)

16: residual = 0

17: for 𝑖 = 1 to |frames| do
18: if frames[𝑖]==KEY then residual = 0

19: else residual += frames[𝑖].residual

20: frames[𝑖].acc_residual = residual

21: function UpdateResidual(residuals, index)

22: Δ = residuals[index]

23: for 𝑖 = index to |residuals| do
24: if residuals[𝑖] == 0 then break
25: else residuals[𝑖] -= Δ

Memorymanagement.TheNeuroScaler’s memorymanagerman-

ages device and host memory pools during the inference as follows:

Device memory: The memory manager pre-allocates the entire ac-

celerator memory and equally divides it into 𝑁1 number of frag-

ments. Whenever NeuroScaler allocates/releases a super-resolution

DNN, the memory manager reserves/frees the fragment. We use the

number of fragments as 𝑁1 = 2 because this is enough for hiding

the device memory allocation latency; as a single super-resolution

DNN fully utilizes an accelerator, we do not run multiple DNNs

concurrently.

Host memory: The memory manager pre-allocates pinned host

memory that is sized to have 𝑁2 number of frames per resolution

(240p, . . . , 2160p). Then, the memory manager divides the allocated

memory into per-resolution fragments. Whenever NeuroScaler al-

locates/releases a video frame, the memory manager reserves/frees

the fragment. We set the initial number of per-resolution fragments

as 𝑁2 = 40 and double the number when there are no available

fragments.

B EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
Computing instances. Table 1 shows the specifications of AWS

EC2 instances used in our evaluation. The price is calculated based

on 3-year reserved instances in the US East(N. Virginia) region.

Instance type GPUs vCPUs Mem Price

g4dn.xlarge 1 4 16GB $0.227/hour

g4dn.2xlarge 1 8 32GB $0.325/hour

g4dn.4xlarge 1 16 64GB $0.520/hour

g4dn.8xlarge 1 32 128GB $0.940/hour

g4dn.16xlarge 1 64 256GB $1.880/hour

g4dn.12xlarge 4 48 192GB $1.690/hour

g5dn.2xlarge 1 8 16GB $0.524/hour

c6i.8xlarge 0 32 64GB $0.599/hour

Table 1: AWS EC2 instance specfications

VP9 parameters. We tune the VP9 encoding parameters to im-

prove the quality gains of anchor frames. The default CBR (constant

bitrate) mode does not include alternative reference frames, which

provide high efficiency as anchor frames. Instead, we use the con-

strained VBR mode and turn on the alternative reference frame

feature. Using this setting, we encode video by FFmpeg (v4.4) [23]

as follows:

◦ NeuroScaler: ffmpeg -i {input video} -c v libvpx-vp9 -vf
scale={width}x{height} -minrate {bitrate*0.5}
-maxrate {bitrate*1.5} -b v {bitrate} -keyint_min 120 -g
120 -auto-alt-ref 1 -lag-in-frames 16 -qmin 4 -qmax 48
-error-resilient 1 -quality realtime -speed {speed} -row-mt
1 -frame-parallel 1 {output video}

◦ Default CBR: ffmpeg -i {input video} -c v libvpx-vp9 -vf
scale={width}x{height} -b v {bitrate} -keyint_min 120 -g
120 -qmin 4 -qmax 48 -error-resilient 1 -quality realtime
-speed {speed} -row-mt 1
-frame-parallel 1 {output video}
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Figure 28: Bitrate comparison

To demonstrate the feasibility of the new configuration for live

streaming, we analyzed the bitrate and the latency:

Bitrate: Figure 28 illustrates per-chunk bitrate using a 720p, 60 fps

video [19] in our dataset. The target bitrate is set to 4125 kbps. The

result shows that 1) our setting shows a similar bitrate compared

to the default CBR mode, and 2) the average bitrate of our setting

(4888 kbps) is closer to the target compared to that of the CBR

version (5104 kbps).

Latency: Using alternative reference frames incurs additional la-

tency because the VP9 codec needs to look up candidate frames in

the future. The delay can be adjusted by –lag-in-frame option,

which is the maximum number of frames into the future that the

codec can refer [61]. We set it as 16, which causes 266ms delay,

unless otherwise noted.

JPEG/JPEG2000 parameters. Table 2 shows the quantization pa-

rameters (QP) for encoding JPEG/JPEG200 images; a higher QP

value results in larger files (with higher quality). We adjust the
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Fraction of anchor frames JPEG JPEG2000

10% < Fraction ≤ 15% - 85

7.5% < Fraction ≤ 10% 80 90

5% < Fraction ≤ 7.5% 90 95

Fraction ≤ 5% 95 95

Table 2: JPEG/JPEG2000 QP values

QP values according to the fraction of anchor frames to maximize

video quality while guaranteeing bitrate smaller than that of the

per-frame encoding (§8). When the fraction of anchor frames be-

comes higher than 10% and 15%, JPEG and JPEG2000 cannot meet

the bitrate constraint, respectively.

Content Method (#blocks,
#channels)

Fraction of
anchor frames

Chat

Per-frame 8, 24 -

Selective 8, 32 25%

GTA

Per-frame 8, 20 -

Selective 8, 32 15%

LoL

Per-frame 8, 20 -

Selective 8, 32 20%

Fortnite

Per-frame 8, 10 -

Selective 8, 32 15%

Valorant

Per-frame 8, 20 -

Selective 8, 32 15%

Minecraft

Per-frame 8, 10 -

Selective 8, 32 15%

Table 3: Baseline configurations

Baseline configuration. Table 3 illustrates the configurations of
the per-frame and selective baseline that achieve a similar quality as

NeuroScaler (average ΔPSNR=0.215 dB). We set #blocks, #channels,

and the fraction of anchor frames as 8, 32, and 7.5% for NeuroScaler,

respectively. The baseline configurations vary across contents be-

cause each has a different amount of scene complexity and temporal

redundancy, which affects the gains of a super-resolution DNN and

selective inference, respectively.

C ADDITIONAL RESULTS

Instance type Numbers
(per 100 streams)

Per-frame (SW) g4dn.12xlarge 100

Per-frame (HW) g4dn.12xlarge 100

Selective (SW) g4dn.12xlarge 50

Selective (HW) g4dn.xlarge 100

NeuroScaler g4dn.xlarge 34

Table 4: Cost-effective settings

Original Per-frame SR Key+Uniform SR NeuroScaler SR

34.27 86.42 85.71 86.57

Table 5: Video quality in VMAF
(Content: League of Legends [19])

CPU specification #threads Throughput (fps)

Intel i9-9900K

(3.6 GHz)

1 89.4

2 140.0

4 184.992

Table 6: Decoding throughput (Desktop-class CPU)

Method Inference Encoding

Per-frame (SW) 4 GPU 16 vCPU

Per-frame (HW) 4 GPU 1 GPU

Selective (SW) 0.92 GPU 16 vCPU

Selective (HW) 0.92 GPU 1 GPU

NeuroScaler 0.33 GPU 0.25 vCPU

Table 7: Resource usage per stream
(A single vCPU can run a single CPU thread [14].)

Process Cost-effective Latency-sensitive

Instance g4dn.xlarge g5.2xlarge

Decode 10.0ms (± 4.95ms) 5.61ms (± 4.04ms)

Schedule 0.155ms (± 0.024ms) 3.57ms (± 5.51ms)

Infer 106ms (± 26.5ms) 41.5ms (± 8.41ms)

Encode 18.0ms (± 0.790ms) 12.6ms (± 0.32ms)

Queue 557ms (± 305ms) 27.4ms (± 20.8ms)

E2E 669ms (± 338ms) 90.8ms (± 25.8ms)

Table 8: NeuroScaler’s latency analysis
(average ± standard deviation)
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Figure 29: Increasing the scheduling interval results in

higher quality gain. The x-axis represents the scheduling
interval in # frames. The experiment was conducted with a
video [16], which GOP is 120. 10% of frames were selected as

anchor frames.
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(a) Original (720p) / PSNR: 32.3 dB (b) NeuroScaler (2160p) / PSNR: 39.9 dB

Figure 30: League of Legends video snapshot (Source: Youtube [19])

(a) Original (720p) / PSNR: 33.2 dB (b) NeuroScaler (2160p) / PSNR: 38.3 dB

Figure 31: Valorant video snapshot (Source: Youtube [21])

(a) Original (720p) / PSNR: 35.2 dB (b) NeuroScaler (2160p) / PSNR: 42.8 dB

Figure 32: Just Chatting video snapshot (Source: Youtube [16])
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D ARTIFACT APPENDIX
Abstract
NeuroScaler’s artifact contains the source code, scripts, and doc-

umentation, which is hosted as a Github repository. The repos-

itory provides detailed instructions to build, run, and evaluate

NeuroScaler.

Scope
The artifact allows to validate the end-to-end processing improve-

ment and quality gain, shown in Figure 13(a) and 13(b), respectively.

One can use the artifact for their own DNN and video or extend

the artifact to integrate with their video streaming applications.

Contents
The artifact provides the source code, scripts, and documentation

to run NeuroScaler. It provides how to NeuroScaler in three steps:

1) generate datasets (e.g., videos, DNNs), 2) measure the end-to-end

throughput, and 3) measure the video quality.

Hosting
NeuroScaler is available on Github, which URL is https://github.

com/kaist-ina/neuroscaler-public. The artifact is provided in the

main branch of the repository.

Requirements
The following sofware/hardware are required to run NeuroScaler:

◦ Operating system: Ubuntu 16.04 or higher versions

◦ Software: Python 3.6 or higher versions (Required package:

xlrd), Docker, NVIDIA Docker

◦ Hardware: NVIDIA GPUs
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